Addressing Equity: Understanding Distributional Effects of Services and Promoting Inclusion and Diversity in Operations

As noted in the Center’s Research Agenda, effective implementation of government programs carries a pressing and growing imperative to address racial, ethnic, gender and similar social equity issues. Connected to challenges facing government programs, equity has long been important to the field of public administration; the National Academy of Public Administration has written that “Social equity is often named as the fourth pillar of public administration … which addresses fairness, justice and equity for all.”

This essential principle matters because effective and efficient government must also include equitable government. This includes ensuring the government agency staffs reflect the diversity of the people who they served. Moreover, the Federal government workforce has benefitted for decades from significant contributions by leaders from diverse communities, who have served the Nation in defense and civilian roles as heads of agencies and programs and who have led talented teams of entry-, mid- and senior level staff. Research is needed on strengthening leadership in government from communities of color, including practical, actionable recommendations to achieve this goal.

Developing and delivering sound leadership and management that leads to effective government must also involve an inclusive and diverse government. Research that addresses important social equity issues and represents points of view from across racial and ethnic groups will broaden our understanding of how to bring social equity considerations to the fore in the work of government. Research into government programs can include practices that have inequitable effects.

Additionally, the impacts of equity on governance are not separable from other elements of policy design and program delivery. Equity considerations cross-cut with multiple functions of government and with multiple elements of the IBM Center Research Agenda, including development of an effective workforce and workplace for the future, building resiliency across communities, and trust in government. Specific questions for further exploration include:

- Research into differential impacts on digital technology. For example, how can large human services systems be delivered in more equitable ways to provide benefits across diverse communities; how can more efficient gov allow government case workers to focus on serving a broad range of clients and not spend inordinate time addressing bureaucratic process requirements, resulting in better distribution of benefits to diverse communities in service areas like education, housing, food, and unemployment insurance.

- What measurements can help leaders understand the current state and future progress in delivering government in a more equitable way? And what different methodologies provide a pathway toward using practical and actionable metrics effectively?

Research on the interconnections of equity and these other critical areas of governance will add to government’s understanding of how best to serve a nation that continues to grow more diverse over time.

**Using data and AI to understand and improve equity**

Another element where research can inform practice around supporting goals of equity involves how government uses data, which can be key to understanding challenges in social equity and recommending response strategies. The Center for Open Data Enterprise (CODE) has identified several areas where research and insights can inform more equitable solutions. Research in each of these areas can help inform government leaders and stakeholders on benchmark and forward-leaning data resources and methods to guide policy and practice, including fair housing, health care access, and the government workforce. A recent report for our Center authored by several CODE experts did a deep exploration on the use of open data to drive greater equity in health care.²

This report found that as the COVID-19 pandemic has evolved, multiple studies and reports have documented that people of color are at higher risk of adverse health outcomes. Existing health disparities in the U.S. are heavily influenced by the conditions in which people are born, grow, live, work, and age, known as the social determinants of health (SDOH). Health outcomes can also be influenced by differential applications of emerging technology and differential effects of climate change.

Governments can use open data about the impact of the SDOH, technology, and climate change to manage health care programs and services in ways that drive more equitable outcomes for patients and their families. Moreover, better and more available data, combined with the use of emerging technologies, can help illuminate the problem and support new solutions to address health risk and access in a way that reduces the potential for bias.

The report identified several themes for future research on how to bring the power of data to bear on the existing inequities in areas beyond health care: trust and data collection, use, privacy, and security; equitable data governance, data sovereignty and data ownership, access to data, data quality and gaps, data standards, and interoperability and data sharing. Some of the report’s specific recommendations also focused on enhancing research capacity for around equity, including:

- Expanded access to geocoded data at the sub-Census tract/ZIP code level.
- Expand access to racially/ethnically disaggregated data.
- Invest in data and technical capacity through grants and other financial support mechanisms.

Additionally, Research on differential effects of artificial intelligence and intelligent automation in government programs and services – how can government ensure access by communities where outdated technology may limit their participation, or how can government build systems that reduce risk from biased data or algorithms? As IBM’s CEO Arvind Krishna has noted, “users of AI systems have a shared responsibility to ensure that AI is tested for bias … and that such bias testing is audited and reported.”

Indeed, AI can drive greater social equity to improve service. Research can promote understanding and implementation of best practice, in areas including:

- security and privacy for sensitive data
- human review of algorithms to ensure the data and autonomous decisions in such systems represent the diversity of the state of the world
- explainability and transparency of data, to build confidence across communities that they contribute to decisionmaking with reduced bias
- how best to collective diverse user feedback so that AI developers can program with an eye to how recipients of government programs experience such actions.
- auditing for fairness and building in risk management, building on models such as the government of Canada’s algorithmic impact assessment.
- How best to apply ethical AI principles like those of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) in a way that also promotes social equity.
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